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Preface 2020  
In the early 1990s, when Discovery Southeast was still called 
Discovery Foundation, Greg Streveler, Cathy Pohl and I—
along with a rotating team of naturalists and biologists with 
deep local knowledge—offered site-based teacher-recertifica-
tion workshops throughout the Juneau School District. 

We thoroughly documented these classes. In the following 
decade—until onset of the digital age at turn-of-millennium—all 
school libraries housed 3-ring Discovery binders with printed 
text, maps and graphics, along with 35mm slide pages, color 
stereogram sheets for classroom use in sets of 15 (students 
paired), and a stereoscope for 3D viewing. Today of course, 
this stuff is easier to distribute in the form of pdfs, powerpoints 
and student tablet resources.

We've of course learned a trick or two over the course of 
our subsequent decades in support of place-based education. 
Areas of fastest growth over are, not surprisingly, those where 
technological advances sharpened our observational abilities. 
Cartography is the best example. I've resisted adding post-90s 
maps or photography to this collection, so that it remains fairly 
faithful to the original product. JuneauNature is full of hot-off-
the-laptop digital mapping resources for the schools, if you 
want that. 

Another area of substantial content expansion has been less 
dependent on technology than on abiding interests of Discov-
ery naturalists, and a swelling movement within Borough, 
State and National educational communities. This of course 
is CRE (culturally responsive eduation). While Discovery 
doesn't presume to speak for Tlingit culture in the schools, we 
strongly support those who do. One practice we've helped to 
pioneer is LingÍt place names in writing and cartography (Place 
names convention, below) Note, however, that in this 'historical 

Place names convention: In my writing 
& cartography since publication of Haa 

L’éelk’w Hás Aani Saax’ú: Our grandparents’ 
names on the land (Thornton & Martin eds 

2012: abbreviated "T&M12"), I’ve used Lingít 
place names whenever available, followed 
by translation in italic, and IWGN (important 
white guy ) in parentheses. Example: Kadi-

gooni X’áat’, island with spring water (Spuhn 
Island). Where Lingít went unrecorded I 

default to IWGN, and may acknowledge its 
inadequacy with "(noTN?)," 

document,' I haven't retroactively demoted 
all Euro-style place names. In some ways, 
it's good to be reminded of how we used to 
write and think. Today, "Mendenhall" rubs 
me wrong. In the 1990s I didn't think much 
about such colonialisms. 

As schools reopen in fall, 2020, physically 
& virtually (online), Discovery is striving 
to support the District with resources for 
place-based, culturally responsive educa-
tion. I'm adding new 'wings & feathers' to 
JuneauNature>SCHOOLS. 

This manual for Mendenhall River 
School is one of that wing's primaries. May 
it bring fond memories to older teachers, 
and inspiration to younger ones. A broader 
Overview of the workshop series—and 
supplementary materials not specific to any 
particular school—can be found at the link 
above. 
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Cover: Discovery map of Mendenhall River School, created for our 
workshop in early 1991.

http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/category/schools/
http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/content_item/nature-near-cbj-schools-1990-93/
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Introduction
Retrospective, 2020: This collection of school resources 
from early 1991 was developed in conjunction with 
a workshop for what was then the borough's newest 
elementary school, in upper Áak'w Táak, inland from 
little lake (Mendenhall Valley)

Following the pilot Nature Studies program that I 
offered to Harborview Elementary grades 3 through 
5, Mendenhall River School (MRS) was second in the 
district to request a Discovery naturalist. Dave Lubin—
now living in Sitka, along with our founding director 
Scott Brylinsky—pioneered 3-to-5 Nature Studies here. 
Davey was The Nature Dude, who sometimes arrived in 
class attired in skunk cabbage or other native flora, and 
composed rap-songs about succession, food-webs and 
decomposition. He also perpetrated the 'tootsie-roll hoax.'  
Some adults today—former MRS students—remain 
convinced that Davey actually swallowed porcupine turds 

Course outline
Course outline

on Nature Studies field trips. You don't forget a turd-ID 
expedition  with Mr Lubin.

Until a footbridge was completed across lower Wushi 
l’ux’u Héen, milky river (M-word River), giving quick 
wildlands access to Riverbend and Thunder Mountain 
Schools, proximity of MRS to the vast USFS Recre-
ation Area made this the most adventure-rich school we 
worked in. Bushwacking was (and remains) delightful; 
in fact there were few bushes to wack in the ~150-year-
old, closed-canopy, moss-dominated post-glacial under-
stories.  Resilient soil and generally well-drained till 
substrate promotes trample-resistant vegetation, enabling 
large groups to go off-trail without the sort of long-term 
impacts such activity would inflict upon wetlands. Value 
of this resilience to the Discovery field experience cannot 
be overstated. Children on trails are 'blindered.' Off-trail, 
their peripheral vision and inquisitiveness kick in. 

Closest 'school-cluster' to MRS is in the eastern Valley: 
Sít’ Eetí Shaanáx (Glacier Valley Elementary) and Floyd 
Dryden Middle School. Reaching out beyond their easy-
access, on-foot field areas—shown as yellow boxes on 
my Valley overview map—there is considerable overlap 
in interesting field destinations. Most obvious is the 
Glacier Visitor Center, a quick bus ride or carpool from 
any of the 3 schools. I've chosen to include Visitor Center 
materials in this package for MRS. That section may 
therefore be of interest to GV-FD teachers.

Gunalchéesh to the L'eeneidí, on whose homeland 
Mendenhall River School resides.  

http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/category/schools/
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Bedrock geology
Our bedrock map of The Valley is a simplified tracing from Brew and Ford’s 1985 Preliminary recon-
naissance geologic map of the Juneau, Taku River, Atlin and part of the Skagway 1 :250,000 quad-
rangles, southeastern Alaska. USGS open-file report 85-395. The traced section coincides exactly with 
our excerpt from Miller’s surficial geology map (see below). It shows a NW-SE-trending series of rock 
types, dipping steeply to the northeast, progressively more metamorphosed as you approach Menden-
hall pluton (just off the map to the northeast). Included on the map are parts of two different “belts”, the 
Gravina and Mainland, which are considered by some authors to be separate terranes. 1

Gravina Belt  Sedimentary and volcanic rocks of Late Jurassic and Early Cretaceous age
KJss Seymour Canal Formation Graywacke, slate and minor conglomerate; composed largely
of volcanic debris. On Douglas Island encloses the Treadwell gold deposits.
KJsd Douglas Island Volcanics Augite-bearing flows, volcanic breccia, and intercalated tuff,
volcanic graywacke, phyllite and slate; anclesitic to probably basaltic composition.

Mainland Belt  Rocks metamorphosed to the extent that the age and nature of their protoliths is highly
uncertain. Probably Triassic or Cretaceous.

TKp Phyllite Dominantly well foliated dark gray fine-grained. Host rock for A-J gold quartz
stringer lode deposits.
TKcs Chlorite Schist, Greenschist and Greenstone Chlorite and hornblende schis t; minor
green semischist, slate, metagraywacke, and fine grained black marble and limestone.
TKs Schist, Undivided Includes chlorite schist, greenschist, biotite and garnet-biotite schist,
marble, and quartzite.
TKhs Hornblende Schist and Semischist Poorly to well foliated, locally lineated, interlayered
hornblende schist and semischist, and lesser amounts of biotite schist, probably derived from
intermediate £0 mafic volcanic flows, tuffs or volcanic sediments.

1 PS 2020:  We now have a more up-to-date Southeast-wide bedrock layer from USGS that I've color-coded by rock 
families, and can quickly apply to any GIS-generated map. But it doesn't incorporate the full "metamorpic isograd" depicted 
on this "preliminary" draft. Not considered publication-ready, it was just a B&W draft, hard to read. My tracing here removed 
overwhelming detail and colored the belts for easier visual interpretation. The blue-tinted phyllite band is now called Trclt—our 
beloved goldbelt, also with highest carbonate content and growing the biggest trees.  

http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/category/tools/gis-geographic-information-systems/
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Surficial geology
Preface, 2020: as noted in my preface to the overall collection, p2, I've not 'retrofitted' Euro- with Lingít place 
names in this essentially 'historical' document. But I'm getting tired of hearing and reading the word "Mendenhall" in 
every other sentence. In Áak’w Aaní, everyone knows what you mean by "The Valley." I've therefore swept through 
and deleted a bunch of M-words. Henceforth, when capitalized, "The Valley" refers to Áak'w Táak, inland from little 
lake (M-word Valley), while lower-case "valley" can mean any valley.
 
Our map of these features is traced from R.D. Miller’s 1975  Surficial Geologic Map of the 
Juneau Urban Area and Vicinity, Alaska, USGS Miscellaneous Investigations Map 1-885. The 
original is in color, and makes a wonderful chart for fifth grade classrooms during earth science 
units. Available in local bookstores, or on order from USGS. The surficial geology map details 
loose, “unconsolidated” materials, and lumps all bedrock as “R”. It complements the bedrock 
map described above, which details the bedrock types but lumps all surficial material, portray-
ing this simply as stippled areas. 

To understand the layer-cake of sediments filling The Valley (shown in Miller’s fence 
diagram, next page), and the swirls of moraine and outwash on his surficial geologic map, it 
helps to review the last 20,000 years of glacial history. In North America, the last major phase 
of the Pliestocene ice ages (a 2 million year period including at least 4 world-wide glacial 
episodes) is called the “Wisconsin”, or for our purposes in speaking to children, the “Great Ice 
Age”. As this glacial advance was peaking, all of Southeast Alaska was covered by ice, except 
for the highest peaks, which protruded like islands through a sea of ice. 

In the Juneau area, land was uncovered by the Wisconsin ice roughly 13,000 years ago. By 
10,000 years ago, The Glacier may have receded farther back up-valley than we find it today. 
For the next 5,000 years, the climate was mild, maybe warmer on average than today’s. But 
the land was still slowly recovering from having been pressed down hundreds of feet under the 
weight of glacial ice. What is now The Valley was at that time The Bay (M-word Bay), with 
probably about 500 feet of salt water. First human inhabitants of what is now the Visitor Center 
area may have been hunting seals there!

Gradually the valley floor emerged above sea level, partly as a result of glacial rebound, and 
partly from being fIlled with glacial and marine sediments. Then, about 3,000 years ago, anoth-
er glacial advance began, minor compared with the Wisconsin, but destined to totally rearrange 
the surface of The Valley.

This advance we call the Little Ice Age. It’s best known in Glacier Bay, where ice moved 
about 60 miles down bay, then receded the same distance over the last 2 centuries. At the 
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 1975

sametime, the Glacier advanced and receded about 3 miles. As recently as 
1765 AD, the glacier snout was well down-valley from the back loop road. 
Ice covered the Mendenhall River School site, but did not quite reach Floyd 
Dryden.  

Resulting surfaces Surface materials around MRS were deposited 
between about 1850 and 1870 by melting glacier ice, interspersed by ponds 
and ephemeral outwash channels. On our field trips we’ll stop to look at 
sediments just below the vegetation and organic mat. To describe these 
materials, we’ll consider a gradient of particle sizes, from large to small: 
boulders, cobbles, gravel, sand, silt and clay. 

Fence diagram of The Valley. 
Interprets depth to bedrock 
and overlying units, based 
primarily on seismic data. 
Corresponds to red lines on 
adjacent map. Both vignettes 
from Miller, 1975.

Little Ice Age glacial till  
Of the three Valley schools 
(2020, now 5 schools!), only 
Mendenhall River School sits 
on recent glacial till; the rest are 
downvalley from the Little Ice 
Age maximum advance. Till is 
unsorted; that is, it consists of a 
jumble of all particle sizes, from 
boulders down to clay. 

Outwash  Rapidly moving 
waters can carry even boulders. 
As water speed decreases, the 
materials deposited become 
smaller. In either case, particles 
are sorted, or roughly of the 
same size, and outwash surfaces 
usually have few fIne silts; 
these are carried away. Gener-
ally, outwash fans and channels 
near a glacier have cobbles and 
even boulders, while farther 
down valley these grade to 
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sands and silts.
Lake or pond beds When water stops moving, suspended glacial 

sediments can settle. If the water level then drops and exposes the 
bed, high silt content often results in a poorly drained surface.

Drainage The array of natural communities described in the table 
below depends more on soil drainage than any other factor. And 
drainage depends mostly on particle size. Outwash surfaces in 
the upper valley are sometimes excessively drained, if they’re 
composed of cobbles and coarse gravel. In the Floyd Dryden/
Glacier Valley school area, sandy outwash surfaces are good sites 
for forest development. Early air photos of the school site show 
open, unforested patches that probably were poorly drained sedge 
wet meadows on fine silts. 

The planned viewing platform at the end of the Jordan Creek 
nature trail will sit at the edge of one of these. The historical series 
of air photos also shows a large alluvial fan, which is now the 
primary source of Jordan Creek’s water. This fan supported the larg-
est spruce on the east side of the valley, and was logged just prior to 
the 1948 photography. Talus fans comprise most of the lower slopes 
of Thunder Mountain. Periodic avalanches and rock slides prevent 
forest development on many of these.

 

Ideas for projects
Cinda Stanek notes, question-based brainstorming session

● plant succession  What’s happening? What’s the “goal” of succession? What 
might interrupt that process? How do plants arrive? How does the surface type affect 
succession? (e.g. fine vs coarse particles)

● food web  What is it, for this area? Who’s on top? How do humans affect it? What 
was it like in the past? The future?

● tracking  What does it tell you? What kinds of tracks are there?
● glaciology  How do we know a glacier’s been here? What is a glacier? How does 

it move?  How long ago was it here? What effects on the valley? Climate relations
● tree coring  What does it show? Does it hurt the tree? How can you age spruce 

without coring? What happened to the tree’s neighbors?
● landforms Why is the land on the MRS grounds so hummocky? Why is it flat 

down-valley from the terminal moraine?
● basic geology  How are rocks made? What rocks occur here? How do rocks get 

here?
● hydrology  What influences on the land? Bedload, sorting? Is temperature of side 

channels different from the river? Ground water?
● soils  What is soil? Why thinner near glacier? Perculation tests. Soil chemistry, pH.
● winter strategies  How do critters survive in winter?  Natural selection.
● seasonal changes  Stations.  Keep a phenology board
● aquatic critters   fresh water vs salt. Where do they live? What position in food 

web? Dissolved oxygen needs?  
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Discovery 
map for 

Auke Bay 
School.  On 
this version, 

rotated 
to portrait 

mode 
for old-

fashioned 
8.5x11-inch 
paper, north 
is to the left. 

Compare 
slide 12 in 

following 
interpretive 

script, in 
landscape 

mode, 
with north 

restored to 
traditional 

'up' direction. 
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History of Valley research
This annotated bibliography is arranged chronologically, 
rather than alphabetized by author. It includes research 
papers, maps and air photos. It includes not only papers, 
but maps and air photos, all of which added incrementally 
to the story of glacial landforms and plant succession in 
upper Mendenhall Valley.

To understand the state of knowledge of glaciation 
and succession in the early 1900’s, it’s important to 
recognize that Louis Agassiz (and locally, John Muir) 
had only recently convinced the majority of geologists 
that glaciation was responsible for much of the terrain in 
Europe and North America. The study of glacial landforms 
was a very young science, and misinterpretations 
shouldn’t surprise us.

PS, 2020: Compiled in the early 1990s, my last entry is 
for only 1987. Several subsequent studies and many 
aerial photo-missions come to mind, but I won't 'defile' 
this historical document with such afterthoughts. That 
last one, though—then-hot-off-the-press Paul Adamus 
surveys that Koren Bosworth and I helped with—reminds 
me that we and Paul returned in 2014 for a much 
more thorough and technologically-informed wetlands 
assessment, newly enabled by CBJ-commissioned 
LiDAR. Results for the upper valley are documented in 
my Supplement to the JWMP, subunit 05NorthValley.

1903 Manson, M. Forest advance over glaciated 
areas in Alaska and British Columbia. Forest Quarterly 
1:94-96.    •    First paper on forest succession in the 
Mendenhall Valley. Diagram of successional stages along 
a transect up a hillside east of the glacier.

1912 Knopf, A. Eagle River Region. US Geological 
Survey Bulletin 502.   •   Includes the first detailed map 
of the Mendenhall Valley. Beautifully color-coded for 
bedrock type, with 50 foot contours! Extremely accurate 
considering that it pre-dated any aerial photography.

1928 Merritt, M. Preglacial forests  USDA Forest 
Service in-service report.   •   First clear distinction 

between ancient (Wisconsin age) glaciation, and more 
recent Little Ice Age advance. Felt that “the glacier 
probably occupied the entire valley to tide water sometime 
in the early part of the sixteenth century.” Description of 
buried stumps from ancient forests, which “may well be 
the world’s oldest wood.”

1929 US Navy air photos   •    First systematic photo 
coverage in Southeast Alaska. Unfortunately the upper 
Mendenhall valley was only partly included at the end of 
a flight line. But several opportunistic oblique views show 
the glacier well.

1930 Lutz, H. Observations on the invasion of newly 
formed glacial moraines by trees. Ecology 1:562-567.   
•   I haven’t seen this . . .

1931 Forward, C. Ice front maps    •   From 1931 to 
1958, at about 3-year intervals, Charles Forward mapped 
the Mendenhall terminus and outwash features for the US 
Forest Service. These later became Donald Lawrence’s 
“rosetta stone” for dating older moraines down-valley.

1936 Wentworth, C., and L. Ray. Studies of certain 
Alaskan glaciers. Bulletin of the Geological Society of 
America 47:897-934.    •   Accepted the local belief that 
both the Mendenhall and Herbert Glaciers “have only 
recently retreated from the coast”.

1948 SEA Navy air photos    •   First mapping-quality 
B&W photography, taken mid August. Lawrence (next 
citation) couldn’t have done his moraine research without 
these photos. Until the recent metric USGS topographical 
maps of the Juneau area becameavailable, all topos were 
based on this series.

1950 Lawrence, D. Correspondence with Frank 
Heintzleman, Regional Forester, Juneau, and reply to 
Lawrence from R. Taylor, Forester in Charge. Lawrence 
explained his methods and findings (described below) to 
local foresters, who wrote back asking why, in their timber 
cruises, they had found no old trees between the Glacier 
and Gastineau Channel.

http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/category/tools/gis-geographic-information-systems/lidar/
http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/content_item/supplement-to-the-cbj-wetlands-surveys-2014/
http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/content_item/area-descriptions-for-cbj-wetlands-surveys-2014/
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1950 Lawrence, D. Glacier fluctuations for 6 centuries in 
southeast Alaska and its relation to sunspot activity.  American 
Geographical Review. XL: 191·223.   •   Lawrence was from 
Minnesota, but he disproved the assumption held by local foresters 
that the Mendenhall Glacier had advanced to tidewater in recent 
centuries. Tree colonization patterns on moraines of known age 
(Forward maps, above) in the upper valley enabled him to use 
growth-rings to date older moraines in many of our local glacial 
valleys.

1957 Crocker R. and B. Dickson. Soil development on the 
recessional moraines of the Herbert and Mendenhall Glaciers, 
Southeast Alaska. Journal of Ecology 45:427·448.   •   Guided by 
Lawrence, these soil scientists studied soil development along a 
transect from the glacier to the terminal moraine. The assumption was 
that this sequence resembled change in soils on any particular site 
over a 200 year period.

1959 Sprague, R., and D. Lawrence. The Fungi on deglaciated 
terrain of known age. (Part I • Mendenhall Glacier) Research 
Studies (Washington State University) 27:110·128.   •   Mycologist 
Sprague accompanied Lawrence to his succession study sites, and 
recorded fungi present, along with an entertaining description of the 
plots.

1960 Heusser, C. Late Pliestocene Environments of North Pacific 
North America. American Geographical Society, New York.   •   First 
comprehensive synthesis of plant recolonization of Southeast Alaska 
after the great ice departed about 13,000 years ago. Some of his 
radiocarbon dates were from bogs near Montana Creek.

1962 EKX air photos    •   Taken July 4th. B&W. Excellent quality and 
larger scale than the 1948’s

1965 McCullough, H. Lichens of the Mendenhall Valley, southeast 
Alaska. The Bryologist 68:221·   •     Identified collections, mostly 
from the Visitor Center area.

1968 Barnwell, W., .and C. Boning. Water resources and surficial 
geology of the Mendenhall Valley, Alaska. US Geological Survey 
Hydrologic Investigations Atlas HA·259.   •   Beautiful color maps of 
soils and water info. Paper explains glacial history.

1968 Cross, A. Mendenhall Glacier buried forest, Alaska. 

(abstract)  Proceedings; 19th Alaskan Science Conference. American 
Association for the Advancement of Science.   •    Radiocarbon dates 
for buried trees on the moraine ecology trail.

1971 Air Photo Tech, Inc. Contour Map of Mendenhall Recreation 
Area.    •   Incredibly detailed map of the upper valley, with 5 foot 
contour intervals. Actually maps the larger glacial erratic boulders. 
From 1971 air photos.

1972 Miller, R. Surficial geology of the Juneau urban area and 
vicinity, with emphasis on earthquake and other hazards. US 
Geological Survey open-file report. 108 p.   •   Most comprehensive 
description to date of the surficial landfonns of Mendenhall Valley. 
Accompanies 1975 map.

1973 Armstrong, R., and R. Reed. Mendenhall Lakes salmon 
rearing facility.  Anadromous Fish Studies, Job #AFS.43·2, Alaska 
Dept. of Fish and Game, Juneau.   •   Explains history of ponds and 
connecting channels. This project failed but is now being reactivated. 
Bob’s report included detailed bathymetric maps of Mendenhall Lake 
and the proposed rearing ponds (natural kettles and dredge ponds) in 
the Mendenhall Recreation Area.

1973 Ford A., and D. Brew. Preliminary geologic and 
metamorphic isograd map of the Juneau B·2 Quadrangle. US 
Geological Survey Miscellaneous Field Studies Map MF ·527.   •   
Most current bedrock infonnation for the Mendenhall Valley.

1975 Miller, R.  Surficial geology map of the Juneau urban area 
and vicinity. US Geological Survey Miscellaneous Investigations 
Series Map 1-885.   •   Lovely color-coded landforms map, including 
sections through the valley. Gives radiocarbon dates for buried wood 
(from preglacial forests), peat (ancient muskegs), and shells (ancient 
raised beaches).

1978 USDA Forest Service. Mendenhall Visitor Center moraine 
ecology trail inventory.    •   Notes on geology, plants, insects, 
fish, birds. and mammals of the Visitor Center area, prepared by the 
Center staff with assistance from many local researchers. Includes R. 
Power’s notes on 31 suggested interpretive sites along the moraine 
ecology trail.

1979 NASA air photos    •   High elevation color infra red, at one inch 
= one mile. Best coverage to date for the “big picture” .

1984 USFS air photos    •   Taken August 14th. True Color. One inch 
= 1000 feet. Excellent for vegetation and landform interpretation.

1985 Carstensen, R. unpublished maps    •   Compilation map from 
R.D. Miller, Forward, Lawrence, Air Photo Tech Inc. and others, plus 
original stem mapping on 30x30m plots throughout the upper valley, 
done with 7th grade class at Floyd Dryden.

1985 Miller, M. Recent climatic variations, their causes 
and Neogene perspectives. In: American Association for the 
Advancement of Science Late Cenozoic History of the Pacific 
Northwest.   •   Maynard Miller’s synthesis of findings of the nearly 
half-century old Juneau Icefield Research Project. Pages 377 to 379 
on the Mendenhall Glacier.

1987 Adamus Resource Assessment, Inc. Juneau Wetlands: 
Functions and Values. Report to CBJ.   •   Detailed site info for 
upper valley. Plants, fish, birds.
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MRS stereogram puzzlers
1) Find Mendenhall River School on the 1984 color 
stereograms. To find its coordinates, begin in the 
lower left corner, and count over 4, then up 6 1/2. We 
write that as 4—6 1/2.

a) On the 1962 stereogram, find the future site of 
Mendenhall River School. What are its coordinates? 
On what kind of surface was the school built? (Hint: 
What are the curving ridges which run through the 
future school site?)

b) Almost none of the buildings present on the 
1984 photos were there in 1962. Give the coordinates 
of two of these old houses.

c) Is your house on the 1984’s? What are its 
coordinates?

d) How long is Mendenhall River School? Use the 
scale bar to measure its length. You can do this by 
marking the edges of the building on a piece of paper, 
then holding this paper against the scale bar, which 
says "1000 feet.”

Stereograms for Mendenhall River School  
For instructions, see Using the stereoscopes 
and stereograms in my Overview document for 
this workshop series. You can either print this 
page, or else scale the stereograms on your 
monitor and hold a stereoscope to the screen. 
Best viewing is with pocket stereoscope over 
a tablet   

Note that north is left on all 3 stereopairs 
and on the 1910 geology map.

http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/content_item/nature-near-cbj-schools-1990-93/
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2) Kettle ponds form when a big block of ice separates from a retreating glacier. After 
the block melts, a water-filled pit remains. Examples of kettles on the 1984 stereograms 
are the 2 ponds perched on the terminal moraine, at 7—9 1/2 and 7—11. But not all of 
the lakes in these stereograms are naturally-formed kettles. Moose Lake is the big “tear-
shaped” lake at 1—11 on the 1984’s. Let’s track it back in time.

a) What are the coordinates of Moose Lake on the 1962’s? What was happening 
there?

b) How about 1948? What are “Moose Lake’s” coordinates? Ahah! No lake! Today’s 
Moose Lake lies at the junction of two long outwash channels, running in the gullies 
between recessional moraines. You can trace these channels back to the Visitor Center 
area.

c) On the 1910 map, what creek ran through these outwash channels?

3) Let’s find some of the important features of Mendenhall Valley on the 1948’s. It’s 
much easier to see landforms in early photos, before the valley was developed.

a) At the top of the stereogram is a high ridge which forms the eastern side of the 
Valley. What is its name? Look on your topographic map to find out.

b) The terminal moraine is the outermost of the curving ridges which sweep through 
the center of the picture. This is where Mendenhall Glacier sat 2 centuries ago. This 
moraine is also there on the 1984’s, but hard to see because of the houses. At what coor-
dinates does the Mendenhall River cut through the terminal moraine? 

c) Today’s Mendenhall River isn’t the only major stream which has drained the 
glaciers melt waters. Look farther east (up) along the front of the terminal moraine for 
other places where big outwash channels slice through the moraine ridges. What are the 
coordinates?

4) Now go to the 1910 USGS map. In 1910 there was no road from Juneau to Menden-
hall Valley. People travelled by boat. To make it easier to locate things, we’ve added 
some modern features, like highways (double dotted line), today’s schools, Visitor 
Center, and airport. Remember though; none of these were present in 1910. 

a) Find the location of today’s Mendenhall River School. What are it’s coordinates?
b) Today, Mendenhall Glacier is over two miles from the school. How far was the ice 

face in 1910? (Use the scale bar; see advice under question 1d.)

c) The Visitor Center was under about 500 feet of ice in 1910! The lower end of 
Mendenhall Lake is just emerging from the ice. Its shore is outlined under the ice, 
and the 1990 ice front is shown with a dashed line. Between 1910 and 1990, how fast 
did the glacier melt back? Give your answer in feet per year. (There are 5280 feet in a 
mile.)

d) Follow Mendenhall River down to Gastineau Channel. Besides human develop-
ments, what was different about the Mendenhall tide flats in 1910?
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PS 2012  'Deliverables' from our 1990 teacher work-
shop series were 3-ring binders placed in every school 
library. These included limited sets of stereograms 
and stereoscopes for group viewing. In this re-issue 
we’re only offering the stereograms in digital form. But, 
depending on availability, you may be able to borrow a 
set of viewers and images from our office (463-1500). 
See Using the stereoscopes & stereograms in my 
Overview document. for more suggestions on viewing 
options. 

To MRS teachers
The Mendenhall River School stereograms provide 
insights into Juneau’s history, geology, and natural 
communities. All 3 stereo pairs are also included as slides 
in the MRS slide show [now a downloadable power-
point]. But if you study them first in stereo, it’ll be easier 
for you to interpret features, and you’ll do a better job of 
guiding your students around on the projected photos. We 
also suggest leaving a stereoscope and stereogram, along 
with the puzzler sheet, out in your room for students 
to use during free time. Some teachers at other schools 
report high interest. (Watch out for wet hair after recess! 
Causes irremovable stains!) 

Surficial geology map  Fifth grade teachers will be 
especially interested in this USGS map by R.D. Miller, 
which has a wealth of local information to apply to your 
earth science studies. I’ve excerpted just the portion 
centered around your school. You may want to order the 
original map from USGS, which has a more complete 
description of the surface types. It’s a beautiful map to 
leave up on your wall.

Teacher’s answers for stereogram puzzler sheet  

I’ve given coordinates to the nearest 1/2. Answers in that 
vicinity are fine.

The surficial geology map 
Fifth grade teachers will be especially interested in this 
USGS map by R.D. Miller, which has a wealth of local 
information to apply to your earth science studies. I’ve 
excerpted just the portion centered around your school. 
You may want to order the original map from USGS, 
which has a more complete description of the surface 
types. It’s a beautiful map to leave up on your wall. Green 
colors (gt) are marine deposits, about 9,000 to 12,000 
years old. Sea level at the end of the Wisconsin glaciation 
was about 500 feet higher than today. 

Teacher’s answers for the stereogram puzzler sheet  
I’ve tried to give coordinates to the nearest 1/2. Answers 
anywhere in that vicinity are fine.

1) School grounds
a) 5—6. The school was built on recessional moraines 

of the Mendenhall Glacier, which were laid down in 
about 1835.

b) 3—2 and 3—4.
c) student homes . . .
d) About half the length of the 1000 foot scale bar, or 

about 500 feet. You can have students check their esti-
mates by measuring the school on the Discovery map, 
using the same technique.

2) Kettles, dredge ponds, old outwash channels
a) 2 1/2—9. The lake was being dredged, probably for 

gravel.

b) 2 1/2—6 1/2.
c) Steep Creek ran through the paired outwash chan-

nels, along with much of the melt waters from the east 
side of the glacier. By the time the glacier had uncovered 
the Visitor Center, Steep Creek emptied into Mendenhall 
Lake.

3) 1948s
a) Thunder Mountain
b) 4—4
c) At 5—7 a brush-lined channel cuts through the 

terminal moraine. This is the head of Duck Creek, which 
at one time probably carried as much water as today’s 
Mendenhall River. At 5—8 is another, wider opening in 
the moraine, where they built the loop road.

4) 1910 map
a) 6 1/2—7
b) About two thirds of a mile.
c) 1990 - 1910 = 80 years. 1 1/2 miles of retreat, times 

5280 feet = 7920 feet. 7920 feet + 80 years = 99 feet per 
year.

d) The tide reached much higher, covering where the 
airport is now. The land was about 4 feet lower than today 
in 1910, but has been rising due to glacial rebound.

http://juneaunature.discoverysoutheast.org/content_item/nature-near-cbj-schools-1990-93/
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Glacier Visitor Center stereogram 
puzzlers
Before we begin, locate north arrows on all of the 
stereo pairs. They’re not all pointing in the same 
direction, and this can lead to confusion. 

1) These stereograms show the Glacier area in 1948, 
1962, 1979 (color infrared) and 1984. We can use 
them to study landforms and succession.

a) Find the Visitor Center on the 1962 stereograms. 
What are its coordinates? (Count over from the 
bottom left comer, then up ... )

b) Locate this site on the 1948 pair. Give coordi-
nates. In about what year do you think the Visitor 
Center site emerged from the ice?

2) On the 1948’s, Steep Creek enters the right edge of 
the photos at 7 1/2—10 1/2, and drops “steeply” down 
the slopes of Thunder Mountain. Trace the course of 
Steep Creek over the newly exposed land to where it 
feeds into the Lake at 4—5. Compare this
early course (1948) to the 1962’s. What happened?

3) On the 1979 color infra-reds, find the Little Ice 
Age terminal moraine of Mendenhall Glacier.

a) Where is it breached by the Mendenhall River 
(coordinates)?

b) Where is it crossed by the back loop road 
(coordinates)?

c) Can you tell how high the ice reached on lower 
slopes of Mt. McGinnis (west of Lake) when the 
glacier stood at its terminal moraine position?
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4) Now let’s examine succession, or change in plant 
communities, on different surface types. Find the moraine 
ecology loop trail on the 1984’s. It begins at the parking 
lot, comes down to the lake shore at 1—8, climbs up into 
the moraines, and past a kettle pond at
3—6, then drops down to the old Steep Creek channel 
at 5—5 1/2. Then it follows the channel upstream and 
emerges into a triangle of mostly bare ground centered at 
3 1/2—8 1/2. 

This bare area is called pitted outwash. When the 
glacier snout was this area in the 1930’s and 1940’s, 
its racing melt waters (along with Steep Creek) were 
funneled through the triangle into the old Steep Creek 
channel. The pits are ice block kettles. This triangle of 
pitted outwash contains water-sorted sand and gravel; 
all of the fine material like silt was washed away. Just to 
the west of (down from) the outwash are hilly moraines, 
covered in alder thickets, with spruces and cottonwoods 
poking above them. Moraines are made of glacial till, 
melted directly out of the ice (not water-carried), and the 
material is unsorted; it contains everything from huge 
boulders down to silt and clay.

a) Find the pitted outwash in the 1962 stereogram. 
What are its coordinates? Compare its vegetation to the 
nearby hilly moraines, as we just did in the 1984’s.

b) Find the pitted outwash in the 1948 stereogram. 
What are its coordinates? Compare its vegetation to the 
nearby hilly moraines, as we just did in the 1962’s.

c) What conclusions can you draw about succession on 
outwash versus glacial moraines?

Teacher’s answers for the Glacier Visi-
tor Center stereogram puzzlers  I’ve 
tried to give coordinates to the nearest 
1/2. Answers anywhere in that vicinity 
are fine.

1) Visitor Center
a) 3 1/2—8.
b) 4 1/2—8 1/2. The Visitor Center site 

emerged from the ice in about 1941.

2) Steep Creek   Between 1948 and 
1962, Steep Creek was able to cut a 
channel directly north to Mendenhall 
Lake, instead of taking the roundabout 
path of the 1948 photos.

3) 1979 broader features
a) 6—6
b) 4 1/2—5 1/2
c) The trimline (and lateral moraine) 

shows on the color infra-reds as the 
highest extent of dark red forest, for 
example at 1—8 to 1—10. This 200 year 
old forest is mostly spruce, a different 
shade of red from the hemlock-dominat-
ed old growth just above.
Notice how this line can be connected 
with the terminal moraine on the valley 
floor, giving the complete picture of the 
shape of the glacier at its maximum size.

4) Outwash versus moraines
a) 4 1/2—7. Outwash completely bare, 

moraine with alder thickets (no overtop-
ping spruce or cottonwood, but you can 
see some on an older site at 7—7).

b) 5—8. Outwash completely bare, 
moraine also mostly bare, except for the 
oldest (southernmost) part near the Steep 
Creek channel, which has an alder cover.

c) Assuming the outwash and the 
moraine were exposed by the glacier at 
the same time (and you can check the 
ice recession lines on the Discovery map 
of Steep Creek Outlet to verify this), it 
appears that succession is much slower 
on outwash than moraine. In the 36 years 
between 1948 and 1984, the moraine 
developed a dense thicket with overtop-
ping spruce and cottonwood, while the 
outwash has only scattered trees and a 
lichen ground cover. Probably this is 
because of excessive drainage in the 
sorted outwash, which has no fine materi-
als to retain water. The unsorted till on the 
moraines contains plenty of silt, and is a 
better surface for plant growth.
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US Navy oblique. Site of future Mendenhall River School 
outlined in pink. Only lowest part of lake had emerged, and 
sites of future Dredge and Crystal lakes were still occupied 

by outwash rivers flowing down what would become the 
road to the visitor center—then deep under ice. 

 1929
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MRS slide show script
Note to Teachers  The site interpretation workshop for MRS encompassed 
bedrock geology, glacial and human history, plant succession, mapping, food-
webs and many other topics. These site interpretation slides are exclusively 
of maps and air photos. chosen to give the 'big picture' of the school area. For 
other, more intimate views (mouse tracks in snow for example), please refer 
to slide shows on other topics in natural history contained in associated note-
books. 1

You may wish to present some of the technical words, printed bold, in a 
separate class before viewing the slides. 

I recommend you review the stereograms and puzzlers (following this script) 
before presenting the slide show to your class, and decide which you’d like to 
do first There are several 'teaser' questions, repeated in both formats. Depend-
ing on which comes first—stereo exercises or projected slides—you might want 
to withhold some of the “answers” (given in italics within this script). 

If you’ve never used air photos before, don’t be intimidated. We’ve discov-
ered students are fascinated (especially when they find their houses!), and 
take to the historical sequences like ducks to water. When time permits, I like 
to have kids come up and point out features on the screen. If you have any 
questions about photo interpretation, or need suggestions on classroom use, 
contact one of the Discovery naturalists. We’re also happy to help you with the 
stereogram page and accompanying worksheet. which allows students to see 
some of these air photos in 3D by use of a stereoscope.

1  PS 2020:  

Preface RC 2012:  This and other slide shows in our Nature near the schools work-
shop series of course literally were slide shows in the early 1990s; collections of 
35-mm slides were included in notebooks we placed in all school libraries. For this 
re-issue of the workshop notes, I’ve converted the shows to powerpoint format. You 
can download mendenhallriver.pptx from JuneauNature.

1) title slide  The Juneau Public 
Schools sit in one of the most dramatic 
landscapes on earth, where lush rain 
forest is sandwiched between ocean 
and icy peaks. Maps and air photos can 
help us see the BIG PICTURE. Where 
do we live? What shapes this place?

2) CBJ watersheds context  [PS 
RC 2012: I’ve replaced the original 
context slide with this hillshade map 
created in GIS. It includes features 
such as Thunder Mt HS, and a more 
accurate watershed delineation, not 
present or available when we gave 
these workshops.] 

On this shaded relief map, the important watersheds for our schools are outlined, 
and labeled in caps. Auke Bay Elementary is in a loosely defined watershed that here 
includes Lake Creek, Auke Lake, and streams like Auk Nu and Waydelich. Tiny Bay 
Creek trickles along the edge of the school grounds. 

Our remaining 5 schools are in the greater Mendenhall watershed, spanning about 
100 square miles. But it’s useful to subdivide it into 3 large basins: Montana, Menden-
hall and Nugget. The smaller Jordan  and Duck Creek watersheds are home to Floyd 
Dryden and Glacier Valley Schools. Thunder Mountain High and Riverbend Elemen-
tary are near a footbridge accessing the confluence of Montana Creek with Mendenhall 
River. Finally, Mendenhall River School is on the edge of the large Forest Service 
Recreation area.

The downtown schools are in the 12-square-mile Gold Creek watershed. Dzantik’i 
Heeni Middle School is in the Switzer Creek watershed, part of the greater Lemon 
Creek drainage. Gastineau Elementary is in the tiny Bear Creek watershed.  

3) USGS topographic map  The US Geological Survey has metric topographic maps 
for the Juneau road system, based on 1984 air photographs, which you’ll be seeing 
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shortly, along with Discovery maps 
whose locations are outlined here 
with pink rectangles. On these 
newer maps the scale is in kilome-
ters instead of miles, and elevation 
contours are 20 meters instead of 
100 feet. They’re coarser scale; 
that is, objects appear larger on 
them, and they cover less area. 
Each of the squares on this map is 
one kilometer on a side. 

Find the following features: 
Mendenhall River, Mendenhall 
Loop Road, Mendenhall River 
School, Floyd Dryden and Glacier 

Valley Schools, the terminal moraine of the Mendenhall Glacier (where the ice front 
sat in 1750), Thunder Mountain, Jordan Creek, and finally Duck Creek. Also find Steep 
Creek; we’ll be looking at it in detail later. Mendenhall River School is the only public 
school in the Juneau area (and for that matter in Southeast Alaska!) on a site that was 
buried by a glacier during the Little Ice Age.

Later, we’ll see Discovery maps - close-ups of 2 areas outlined here with dotted 
lines: one around the school itself, and the other at the glacier visitor center.

4) bedrock map of Mendenhall Valley Bedrock is the solid mass of rock forming the 
earth’s crust. This is a simplified tracing of a USGS map showing bedrock types of the 
Mendenhall Valley. The main bedrock types are lined up in belts running southeast to 
northwest. Moving across these belts from Auke Bay to the Mendenhall Glacier we find 
greenstone, breccia, graywacke, phyllite and schist. These are metamorphic rocks, 
altered deep in the earth by heat and pressure. To the northeast the rocks become harder, 
more and more metamorphosed, until we reach the igneous or granitic rocks of the 
Juneau Icefield. 

The bedrock belts seem to disappear in the center of the valley, but they’re just 
buried under hundreds of feet of sand and gravel, shown by stippling. The Visitor 

Center is built upon a belt of schist, which is 
covered by Mendenhall Lake, but the same belt 
appears again at the face of the glacier. The 
schools of the Valley and Auke Bay (AB, MR, 
FD, GV), are all on surficial deposits. To see 
bedrock you need to hike a short distance from 
the schools to the valley walls. The next map 
shows the surface materials in greater detail.

5) surficial geology of Mendenhall Valley On 
this map, bedrock has been lumped as simply 
“R”, while the different types of surficial depos-
its are keyed by “color families.” Greens (“m” 
and “oy”) are glacial moraine and young or 
recent glacial outwash. Pinks (“c”, for collu-
vium) show material fallen off mountainsides, 
and the tan color (t) shows alluvial fans, where 
creeks come off steep mountainsides, dumping 
sand and gravel.

On what surficial deposit is Mendenhall River 
School built? A
moraine (“m”) is a large pile of rubble which 
melted out of the ice as the glacier paused in 
its retreat up the valley. A beautiful example 
is the big forested mound inside the school 
grounds. Although this map shows the entire 
school grounds as moraine, we’ll soon see it was 
composed of both moraine and outwash.

6) 1979 color infra red air photo of Menden-
hall Valley Here’s the first of several photo-
graphs taken straight downward from planes, 
showing the valley’s natural and human 
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communities, and changes to them over time. 
This one, taken in 1979, is color infra red: 
conifer forest appears dark red, meadows and 
alder thickets are brighter red, silty water (grey 
to our eyes) appears dark blue, and clear water 
is black. This is the broadest scale of the photos 
you’ll be seeing; that is, objects like buildings 
appear relatively small,and it shows the biggest 
area.

Find these features: Mendenhall Glacier, 
Mendenhall Lake, Mendenhall River, Menden-
hall Wetlands, Airport, Loop Road, Floyd 
Dryden, GlacierValley and Auke Bay Schools. 
Note that in 1979 Mendenhall River School 
hadn’t been built. Also find the terminal moraine 
of the Mendenhall Glacier. Air photos make it 

easy to pick out glacial moraines. Find River Road, on the opposite side of the river 
from the school. This road runs straight north-south, and ends exactly on the terminal 
moraine. Next we’ll zoom in to get a closer look at the school area ....

7) 2006 aerial of Mendenhall 
River School area  [PS 2012: 
added with re-issue of this slide 
show as a powerpoint presenta-
tion]  Here’s a fairly recent air 
photo of the school, and some 
of  the area we can quickly reach 
on field trips into the Recreation 
Area north of back loop road. I’ve 
labelled Moraine lake in upper 
right, as a point of reference. 
We’ll see this again in a following 
series for the glacier itself.

Is anybody’s house in this 
picture? Find the following: 
School Building, edge of school 
grounds, Back Loop Bridge, 
Moose Lake and Holding Pond. 
You’ll be able to check your guess-
es on the Discovery map which 
we’ll look at later.

8) 1984 color air photo  The roads 
and houses make it hard to inter-
pret the underlying landforms, but 
you can find the terminal moraine 
by looking for the end of River Road. 
The moraine itself is forested, but much of the land below it in this photo is too wet to 
grow trees. 

How many kettle ponds can you find? The houses in this scene are all quite new. 
Let’s “scrape them away” and get a better look at the landforms, by going back in time 
22 years. 

9) 1962 black and white   Now 
can you see the terminal moraine 
more easily? It’s also easier to 
see that the triangle now forming 
the school grounds had several 
moraines running through it. In 
the little valleys between these 
moraines, the water ponded, and 
much earlier, when the ice sat 
where the bridge is now, outwash 
waters raced through these places.

Where’s Moose Lake? There’s 
only bare, puddled ground! See the 
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up-and-down scrape marks? Those 
are bulldozer tracks! Moose Lake 
was built by people. The holding 
pond hadn’t been started in 1962. 
Let’s go back 14 more years, to 
1948 ...

10) 1948 b &w  The early version 
of Mendenhall Loop Road passed 
behind (down-valley of) today’s 
school, then turned up alongside 
the river, following the path of 
the present driveway. Dredging of 

Moose Pond hadn’t begun. This was not the first bridge across the upper Mendenhall 
River. Let’s go back 38 more years, to a map made in 1910 ...

11) 1910 geology map  Here’s an excerpt from the 1910 USGS map of the Juneau Gold 
Belt. There was already a bridge  over the river, built to access mines in the McGinnis 
Creek watershed. That bridge crossed the river downvalley from the present school. 

In 1910 the glacier terminus almost reached this map—it was only a few thousand 
feet from the school site. Streams 
run across the picture north of the 
road, through the outwash channels 
now occupied by Moose Lake and 
the Holding Pond. These streams in 
1910 were still draining the eastern 
part of the Glacier. We’ll see a 
larger view of this map later.

Now, toggle back through 
this series for Mendenhall River 
School: 1910, 48, 62, 84, and 2006. 
Each time you “run the movie” 
backwards and forwards, you’ll 

learn more about succession and 
development.

12) Discovery map of Menden-
hall River School  Here’s a close-
up map I made for activities close 
to the school. Contour interval is 
5 feet. Where’s the highest place 
on the map? The big moraine on 
the school grounds hasn’t been 
measured but it’s probably not as 
high as the mound beside the river, 
at the trailhead to the Recreation 
Area. This moraine has a 75 foot 
contour. Now find the 4 kettles in the Recreation Area, near Mendenhall Loop Road. 
Check their elevations, to see which way they drain. Only the highest, at 58 feet, drains 
toward the highway. Notice that this intermittent creek crosses beneath the road just 
opposite the little kettle on the school grounds. Is there a culvert there?

13) 1996 CIR aerial of Visitor Center 
area  [PS 2012: added for the re-issue 
of this slide show]  This 1996 color 
infra-red air photo picks up to the north 
of the last series, which was centered 
over Mendenhall River School. The 
triangular-shaped lake in lower center 
is Moraine Lake, which was in the 
upper right of the last series. In this 
scene we can see the Mendenhall Visi-
tor Center as a white dot between the 
lake and the parking lot. Kettle ponds 
abound throughout the Mendenhall 
Recreation Area, created where blocks 
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of ice fell away from the glacier and lay 
melting, not very long ago. 

Let’s go back in time—1984, 1962, 
1948, and 1910—and watch the glacier 
get bigger and the vegetation cover 
scrubbier.

14) 1984 color aerial  In 1984, the 
glacier was closer. Here in the Rec 
Area, human development has been 
minimal, making it easier to study 
natural changes to landforms and plant 
communities. Can you trace the loop of 
the Moraine Ecology trail? 
Trace Steep Creek. It plunges down 

the face of Thunder Mountain, crosses under the road just south of the lower parking 
lot. Then it turns north and empties into Mendenhall lake just left of the Visitor Center. 
But it didn’t always flow this way, as we will see. The channel crossing the picture and 
emptying into the lake just before the shoreline swings south to the river is the old route 

of Steep Creek.

15) 1962 b &w  In 1962 you could 
almost have thrown a rock from Photo 
Point (that rocky peninsula jutting 
north from the Visitor Center) onto the 
ice. Nugget Creek (upper right) was 
still flowing beneath the glacier. Check 
out how barren the area looks around 
the beginning of the Moraine Ecology 
loop trail. With no brush to obscure it, 
we can now easily see the channel of 
Steep Creek. But this direct connec-
tion to the lake was very recent. When 

we move to 1948, watch the channel 
“jump over” into the Old Steep Creek 
Outwash corridor. . .

16) 1948 b &w  In 1948 the Glacier 
still covered part of Photo Point. The 
Visitor Center and its road hadn’t yet 
been built, and there was only a small 
dirt road to the old power house. Steep 
Creek flowed into the older channel, 
and emptied into the lake far to the 
west. Not long before this, the glacier 
itself sent melt waters through the 
same channel, along with Steep Creek, 
which flowed beneath the ice.

16) 1910 geology map  On the 1910 USGS map I’ve indicated the location of the 
future Visitor Center, then deep under the ice. Mendenhall Lake was only just emerg-
ing in the lower left corner, and Moraine Lake (labelled) was just emerging. At this 
time, Steep Creek was forced south 
down the valley by the glacier. Most of 
the modern road to the Visitor Center 
runs along this old outwash channel. 
It probably carried major flows during 
jokulhaups, or outburst floods, which 
periodically release from an ice-margin 
lake, in the valley of Suicide Glacier.  
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17) Discovery map of Visitor Center   
On this 1991 map by Discovery natu-
ralist Steve Merli, the moraine ecology 
trail is red. Only the right (eastern) 
part of the loop is shown. Earlier posi-
tions of the glacier are shown with 
orange lines. Why is the brown trian-
gle still mostly bare of vegetation? 

Because, as we have seen in the 
air-photo sequence, it was for a time 
an outwash flat, only a few yards from 
the ice face. Rushing waters carried 
away all fine particles, leaving only 
coarse sand and gravel. The flat is now 
excessively drained, and most plants 
have a hard time growing there.
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